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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW  
May 23, 2018 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN 
 
 
Q.  Talk about, the last time when you won, you didn't even use a driver, did you?  
You used a 3-wood all the way through.  I mean, what was the thinking process 
behind that? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Behind what, using the driver? 
 
Q.  Yeah, just the 3-wood.  
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I feel I use this year almost like every tournament, it just depend 
how I feel and it just depend how the golf course fit my game. 
 
Q.  How does this fit your game, this course? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  This one?  I don't know, I haven't played other nine, so I'm not 
going to use driver (inaudible.)  
 
Q.  Which nine did you play? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I played the front nine. 
 
Q.  The front nine?  Is there anything on the front nine that you think is one of the 
easier holes or the more difficult --  
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  More easier? 
 
Q.  -- and the most difficult holes on the front side? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  To me, every hole you need a game plan to do it.  I don't know like 
how there's one hard or one easy one. 
 
Q.  In talking about golf and talking about coming to Ann Arbor, is there -- you know, 
tell me a little bit, you've been here three years now and what do you like about this 
city, what do you like about the course? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I like everything here and I really like the course.  It doesn't matter 
how the weather, the course always in good shape.  I mean, seems like all my like my best 
friend here so I really love to come here. 
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Q.  Your best friend? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  Who is that? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I really (inaudible) with her daughter so she only four years old. 
 
Q.  There you go.  Does she play golf? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  She start to play a little bit, yeah. 
 
Q.  Is there a favorite restaurant that you have here? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, like Japanese restaurant, Godaiko.  That owns it so I went 
every day. 
 
Q.  You go every day?  You like that, okay. 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  Going back, I'll ask this question about the golf itself, there's a lot in the men's 
game where people yell and scream where they're yelling, "In the hole, in the hole."  
You don't really see that on the LPGA Tour, but is there anything that kind of, let's 
say, that the fans do that maybe, you know, kind of sets things off a little bit different 
on the LPGA Tour?   
 
Anything like gallery members do that kind of put you off your game or change 
anything for you?  Like you know how on the PGA TOUR you'll here like guys 
yelling,"Mashed potatoes."  Is there anything out here that distracts you or you -- 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  No, no. 
 
Q.  -- you feel needs to change? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  No.  The fans always perfect.  Give the best support. 
 
Q.  And the fan support here, especially the last two years and it seems to be growing, 
good fan support here? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, always. 
 
Q.  I want to basically you the same questions.  Playing this course, how many 
times -- you played it -- is this the second time or third time?   
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MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Three times. 
 
Q.  How do you like this course?   
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, like what she say, is always been in a good shape. 
 
Q.  In good shape?   
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah.   
 
Q.  Is there anything particularly that you like or dislike about this course?   
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, I think to me as a player you can't really don't like the golf 
course that you play, so all you have to do is just, you know, just try and get the shot like 
just, you know, like make your game going to work on this golf course is pretty much what 
you have to do. 
 
Q.  You know, taking a look, and I know you were excited to watch your sister win 
here, that was three in a row for her at that time coming off that, now you have won.  
How excited were you when your sister was following you when you got your first 
win?  
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, it just feel different.  It not her first win but is my first win.  
But I mean always like, you know, like have to be patient for it and, you know, keep doing 
what you're doing and trust what you're doing.  I mean, different as well as when you watch 
someone play or you play, like yourself play or you watch someone play is different feeling. 
 
Q.  And your sister is kind of a special feeling?  
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, when she play, of course, you know, like when I watch I 
feel nervous.  I'm pretty sure all the players want to be there more than watching, so 
different, yeah, just different feelings. 
 
Q.  So how did you feel, Ariya, when Mo won, you were following her the last couple 
holes and they said you were kind of emotional out there when she won.  How 
did -- can you just put that into kind of words, how did you feel about that? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I'm really excited and really nervous like when I watch she play not 
because I think she not going to win, but I just she can win.  I just feel like I just feel her 
pressure, I know it's going to have lots of pressure and just really want it to over as soon as 
possible, so that what I feel. 
 
Q.  And one other question on that, this is only the second time sisters have won.  Is 
that something special that you -- you know, you take a look at that, that's kind of 
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something extremely special for both of you?  
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  I don't know about to other people, but to us, I mean, it's really 
special for our family. 
 
Q.  Moriya, how do you feel about that?  Same way? 
 
ARIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah, obviously is very special.  Is not only like because we win, 
but it's not a lot of sister as they actually had the same job and they can hang out together.  I 
think that's more meaning. 
 
Q.  Is Godaiko your favorite restaurant, too?   
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Yeah.  We went every day. 
  


